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COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute is the world’s leading independent research institute for consulting,
research, information, training, and quality assessment relating to the Chinese outbound tourism market.
COTRI is a privately organised, independent institute registered in Germany. In addition to the head office in Hamburg,
Germany, COTRI has a Chinese office based in Beijing.
COTRI was established in 2004 by its founder and CEO Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt FRGS FRAS, a sinologist and professor in
international tourism management with more than 40 years of practical and academic experience in Chinese tourism.
COTRI’s main goal is to enable private companies and public institutions all over the world to offer successfully high quality
travel, tourism, and leisure services for Chinese visitors according to their specific expectations and demands.
To reach this goal, COTRI offers a broad range of customised services including consulting, market research, strategy
development quantitative analysis and data, training and other services for a range of companies, public organisations and
destinations.
To support its customers in the Chinese market, COTRI uses its vast databases, extensive scientific, cultural, and industry
knowledge and experience as well as the close contacts and partnerships with most leading public and private sector tourism
organisations in China and all over the world.
COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute | china-outbound.com | +49 40 558 99 576

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Georg Arlt FRGS FRAS
中First visit to People’s Republic of China in 1978
中1991-1999 owner of Inbound Tour Operator China -> Europe, offices in Beijing and Berlin
中Since 2004 COTRI founder and CEO
中Professor for International Tourism Management at West Coast University of Applied
Sciences Germany (Heide)

中Visiting professor at universities in China, United Kingdom and New Zealand
中Fellow Royal Geographical Society (London)
中Fellow Royal Asiatic Society (London)
中Research Fellow Japanese Society for the Promotion of Science (Tokyo)
中Board member PATA Pacific Asia Travel Association (Bangkok)
中Vice President Western Europe ITSA International Tourism Studies Association
(Beijing/Greenwich)

中Fellow of International Association of China Tourism Studies (Guangzhou)
中Member of UNWTO Expert Panel (Madrid)
中Member of Expert Committee of WTCF (Beijing)
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CTT
CHINA TOURISM TRAINING

COTRI and the globally top-ranked Hong Kong Polytechnic University, School of Hotel
and Tourism Management (SHTM) have brought their expertise together to provide
the comprehensive CTT China Tourism Training online programme which offers five
executive-level specialisations for a range of key industry branches.
These consist of Hospitality, Destinations, Retail, Attractions and Transportation.
The trainings are flexible, self-paced and contain numerous professional Best
Practice Examples and up-to-date information, ensuring that learning is actionable,
interactive and engaging.
Successful participants receive
- a verified certificate of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, School of Hotel and
Tourism Management (SHTM)
- lifelong free membership for the CTT Alumni network and SHTM Alumni
Association

COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute | china-outbound.com | +49 40 558 99 576

COTRI ANALYTICS

COTRI ANALYTICS provides the most reliable data and analysis for 80 key Chinese
outbound tourism destinations every quarter of the year. Bloomberg L.P. relies on
COTRI ANALYTICS since 2015.
For each destination a complete quarterly dataset is offered including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrival numbers
Age structure
Gender structure
Education levels
Residence in China
Purpose of visit
Organisation of travel
Type of accommodation used

Data is provided as a comprehensive excel data sheet plus eight power point slides
per destination, which includes an executive-level analysis of the development in
that quarter and infographics for each data category.

COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute | china-outbound.com | +49 40 558 99 576

CUSTOMISED RESEARCH
AND CONSULTING

Customised Research and Consulting for national and regional governments and
organisations and for private tourism service provider companies.
•

Market Research: Trends in the Chinese tourism market, competitor analysis

•

Forecasts

•

Netnography, focus groups and expert interviews

•

Market strategy development and product adaptation

•

Identification of potential distribution partners and support in organising
conferences, meetings, FAM trips and roadshows.

COTRI China Outbound Tourism Research Institute | china-outbound.com | +49 40 558 99 576

China 1978

I visited Mainland China for the first time in Spring 1978 as a student
as part of a urban planning study group.
The cities were dark at night, almost no cars and no private
businesses or shops existed. All building except the hotel for
foreigners and the Radio Beijing offices were ground-floor level only.
When we insisted to visit the only existing metro line in Beijing, the
whole traffic on the line was halted for one hour and the stations
from which we started and ended our tour cleared of any locals.
Everybody we talked to was very unsure what to say, the Cultural
Revolution was over and the Gang of Four with Mao’s widow in
prison, but the reform and opening policy had not been announced
yet.
The number of Chinese outbound leisure tourists in 1978 was – Zero.
www.china-outbound.com
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China 2019

Looking back from today, it is hard to believe that this is still
the same planet.
Beijing has six million cars, one of the biggest metro
networks in the world and more shopping malls, luxury brand
boutiques and high-rise buildings than most other cities in
the world. But few cities have also bigger problems of air,
water and food pollution.
China has changed from being a very poor country to the No.
2 country in the world with many (newly) rich people. For the
top 10% of the Chinese society outbound travel has already
become a part of their lifestyle and normal consumption
pattern, and with globalization, business and MICE travel has
become also more and more important.
The next 5% of the society are just starting to join the group
of international travellers.
www.china-outbound.com
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WEALTH DISTRIBUTION IN CHINA 2019
Class

High

Upper-middle

Lower-middle

Low

Poor

2018

Spending amount per day

Percentage and total

In Comparison: Percentage and

In Comparison: Percentage and

(PPP)

number of population

total number of population

total number of population

China

India

Thailand

0.8%

0.1%

2.1%

11,200,000

1,340,000

1,449,000

9.7%

0.6%

19.0 %

135,800,00

8,040,000

13,110,000

29.0%

2.6%

40.1%

406,000,000

34,840,000

27.669,000

59.6%

72.2%

38.8%

834,400,000

967,480,000

26,772,000

0.9%

24.5%

0.03%

12,600,000

328,300,000

20,700

More than 50 USD

20-50 USD

10-20 USD

2-10 USD

Less than 2 USD
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Travel in Imperial China

www.china-outbound.com
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Travel in Imperial China
Travel within China has been an important
part of the education process in Imperial
China, but outbound travel has no tradition:
Xu Xiake (1587-1641), China’s most famous
traveller, was no Ibn Battuta or Marco Polo, he
stayed in China.
Few exceptions: Buddhist monks like Xuanzang
(7th c.) and Zheng He (1371-1433), the
“Chinese Columbus”.
Outbound travel started in 1990s, since 2012
China is biggest international tourism source
market in the world.
www.china-outbound.com
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Leaving the People’s Republic: A slowly opening door
1983 The government permitted citizens to travel abroad for private reasons, but only for those who
had relatives in Hong Kong or Macau.
1987 First cross-border travel to North Korea. Starting from this year, the Chinese government gradually
approved of travelling to neighbouring countries to visit relatives and family members.
1997 Official start of outbound travel from China. The “Provisional Regulation on the Management of
Outbound Travel by Chinese Citizens at their own Expense” for the first time acknowledges Chinese
citizens’ demand for leisure travel.
2012 China becomes the biggest source market of international tourists worldwide.
2015 Following in the footsteps of the United States, numerous destinations begin to introduce multipleentry tourist visas for Chinese passport holders.
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China’s Outbound Tourism 2001-2019

China’s Outbound Tourism 2019-2030 (COTRI Forecast)
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UNWTO Tourism Highlights 2011-2018
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Seven Trends in Chinese outbound tourism 2019

2018
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TREND 1: Further segmentation of Chinese
outbound tourism source market
Today no more than 10% of Chinese citizens possess passports
Almost all live in 1st and 2nd tier cities
Until Now Only Four Economic Regions As
Main Tourist Source Regions

The vast majority of
Chinese have yet to
experience their first-ever
long-distance leisure trip
(inside or outside China)
www.china-outbound.com
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Increasingly Diverse Age Groups
中Chinese outbound tourists:
Middle aged -> diverse demographic age mix
中A growing number of older Chinese tourists is looking to invest their free time
and money in travelling the world

中Education strongly influences numbers of Chinese outbound travelers – many
Chinese are studying overseas in the US, Australia and the UK, as well as in other
countries and draw additional VFR (Visiting Friends and Relatives)
visitors and also attract other related investment from China
中 More and more secondary school-aged students
are also taking part in educational summer camps
and exchange semesters
www.china-outbound.com

Changing Patterns
As outbound travel experience grows in China, patterns in the travel preferences of
outbound tourists from different parts of the country are becoming increasingly clear.

These can be influenced by factors ranging from geographical location, to the availability
of flight connections. First and second tier city residents, who make up the majority of
Chinese outbound travellers, are generally moving away from popular destinations in
favour of more novel, less-visited locations.
At the same time, growing numbers of residents from third
and fourth tier cities are starting to take their first trips abroad.
This growth is being aided by the growing numbers of
international flights and visa centres becoming available
outside of first tier cities.

www.china-outbound.com

Segmentation Package Tour / Customised Travel / FIT
Compared to package group Chinese
tourists, free individual travellers (FIT)
and customised travel visitors are mostly
wealthier upper-middle-class Chinese
visitors who have already gained more
experiences in outbound travel.

Travel form

2017

Forecast 2022

Package Tour

44%

30%

Customised Travel

14%

35%

FIT

42%

35%

www.china-outbound.com

Many FITs and customised travel visitors
thus have the potential to stay longer at
each location, disperse wider, avoid peak
seasons and crowded attractions, while
in the same time still purchase tourism
services and activities.

The Changing
Role of China’s Outbound
Tourismrole of Chinese
TREND
2: Changing
political
outbound tourism in the “New Era”

Change of Chinese governments global policy – Soft Power through tourism
and new international organisations – BRICS, Belt and Road Initiative,
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
韬光养晦
Taoguang Yanghui

“China has entered a New Era where it
should take centre stage in the world.”
Xi Jinping , 19th CCP Congress October
2017

www.china-outbound.com
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2018: The End of CNTA
– New Ministry ofNew
Cultureinstitutions
and Tourism
In March 2018 the National People‘s Congress (NPC) decided that the
Ministry of Culture and CNTA China National Tourism Administration will be
merged into a new Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
NPC official announcement: “The move is aimed at coordinating the
development of cultural and tourism industries, enhancing the country's
soft power and cultural influence, and promoting cultural exchanges
internationally.”
The World Tourism Cities Federation (started 2012, Beijing) is becoming
more important. The new World Tourism Alliance (started 2017, Hangzhou)
is building a big new headquarter in Hangzhou.
www.china-outbound.com
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TREND 3: From Quantity to Quality
• “Be careful what you wish for”: Many destination find themselves in a situation of being
visited by large numbers of Chinese mass-market package tour groups, which boost the
arrival numbers but stay only for a short period of time at a destination (concentrating on
the most famous destinations and sights during high season) and create very limited yields.
• With the growing importance of Chinese independent travellers (FITs), quality and value
for money take the place of quantity and cheap price.
• Chinese FITs and MOTs are tiring of travelling overseas and meeting mostly fellow
countrymen in a destination, of engaging just in shopping and sightseeing. They become
more and more interested in new, authentic offers based on local culture and nature if
provided in the right way and through the right channels as Customized Travel.
• In a survey of several hundred tour operators in China in Spring 2019, “Customised” was
named as the main Trend Term for outbound tourism development.
2018
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TREND 4: Rapid easing of visa requirements for
Chinese outbound tourists
Simplified visa procedures

Visa free entry:

27 destinations offer visa-free entry for
Chinese citizens
39 destinations offer visa on arrival or E-Visa
for Chinese citizens

www.china-outbound.com
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Asia

UAE
Jeju Province, South Korea
Indonesia
Quang Ninh Province, Vietnam
North America Barbados
Bahamas
Grenada
Antigua and Barbuda
Dominica
Haiti
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Turks and Caicos Islands
Jamaica
South America Ecuador
Europe
Serbia
San Marino, Albania, Bosnia & Hercegovina
Oceania
Fiji
Tonga
French Polynesia
Northern Mariana Islands
Samoa
Africa
Mauritius
Seychelles
Réunion
Morocco
Tunisia
Antarctic
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
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TREND 5: Improved connectivity for second tier
airports in China and in host destinations
More direct flight connections
Every year in the last few years more than 100 new air connections were started, mostly connecting second tier
airports in China and abroad

www.china-outbound.com
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TREND 6: Better information and technology
More information available

Most global destinations have intensified their provision of
information to both Chinese outbound tour operators and to
potential FIT visitors, using fairs like the new ITB China or Social
Media in the form of WeChat channels entries, online trainings,
and increasingly videos.
With each year of Chinese travellers visiting more diverse
destinations the chance is getting bigger for potential travellers to
know somebody (in real life or online) who already visited a
specific destination and can give advise, making it easier to
organize a trip without the help of a tour operator.
IT and AI provide increasingly sophisticated tools to receive
customized information before and during the trip.
www.china-outbound.com
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TREND 7: Mobile Payment
Prior to the emergence of mobile
payment apps in China, the country was
primarily a cash-based society.
However today, apps like Alipay and
WeChat are transforming China into a
cashless society where transactions are
commonly carried out via the phone in
your pocket.

www.china-outbound.com
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Introduction & Examples

2018
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Example from CTT Retail

2018
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2018
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In a nutshell
o As outbound travel experience grows in China, diversification and segmentation of the
market continues to grow as well
o As outbound travel experience grows in China, travellers are more able to choose what they
really want / what is the right thing to choose within their peer group
o Buying mainstream global brands is loosing bragging potential compared to lifestyle
shopping, but also compared to fine dining and gaining personal experiences and
achievements, resulting in a smaller share of overall travel budget spent on shopping
o Combining shopping and experience, from food street to meeting the artist, gains
importance for outlet cities, city centers etc.
o Still, Chinese customers are money-rich, time-poor: Speedy service is important
o Still, Chinese customers are anxious to be treated second-class: Showing respect towards
China and visibly going the extra mile for Chinese customers brings sympathy and increased
sympathy
www.china-outbound.com

Thank you for your attention!
More information to read:
Free subscription: COTRI Weekly on www.china-outbound.com

More information to look at:
Every two weeks a new China Outbound Pulse Videos produced by DragonTrail & COTRI
featuring Interviews with Chinese travellers and insights and analyses.
Free of charge on www.Youtube.com

More information to learn:
Online Training CTT China Tourism Training. Certified by COTRI and Hong Kong Polytechnic
University School of Hotel and Tourism Management, No. 1 tourism faculty in Asia.
Details on www.china-outbound.com
Contact COTRI
arlt@china-outbound.com
Tel. +49 40 558 99 576
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